Strain effects on the spectra of spontaneously ordered GaJn, -,P Golden, Colorado 80401 (Received 23 September 1993; accepted for publication 22 November 1993) Spontaneous (111) CuPt-like ordering has been widely observed in Ga,Inr-,P lattice matched (x=x,,) to a GaAs(001) substrate. This leads to a band-gap reduction AE, and to a valence-band splitting AE12. We explore here the consequence of the coexistence of (001) epitaxial strain (produced by selecting x#x,-,) and (111) chemical ordering. This leads to distinct changes in AE, and AE,, which could serve as new fingerprints of ordering.
Surface reconstruction-induced ordering' of III-V alloys leads to lowering of the band gaprM5 and to splitting of the valence-band maximum (VBM).1914 These effects have been predicted theoretically for perfectly ordered6 as well as for partially ordered7 alloys, and have been seen in electroreflectance," polarized photoluminescence, polarized piezoreflectance,4 and in spatially resolved cathodoluminescence.5 In these experiments, the composition x of the growing GaJnr-,P film-was adjusted to the value (x=x,) which gives lattice matching to the GaAs(OO1) substrate. Consequently, in the absence of strain, both the bandgap reduction AE,= Es(ordered)-EJrandom) and the valence-band splitting AE 12=E, -E, were attributed to the chemical ordering seen independently in diffraction experiments1 However, even 'in the absence of ordering, pure misfit strain (x#x,) can also lead to valence-band splitting' and to band-gap changes.g In this letter we thus focus on the interesting case of the coexistence of chemical ordering in the direction Gord with epitaxial strain (x#Q) in the direction Gsubstrate . This is different from the case of artificially grown strain layer superlattices in which the direction of layer modulation coincides with the direction of strain, so these effects add up colinearly. In contrast, in spontaneously ordered alloys the direction of chemical ordering G,,,=(lll) is different from the substrate orientation G substrale=(OO1). We will show that this noncolinear "vector addition" of ordering and strain effects can lead to interesting changes in the band-gap reduction AE,, valence-band splitting AE,,, and the functional interrelationship AE, vs AE,, between them.
In imperfectly ordered GaJn, -,P alloy, successive (111) cation planes are not pure Ga and pure In, respectively, but Ga,, ,$nt -x-rllz and Ga,-,&nl-x+ rl/2, respectively. The degree of CuPt-type order is described by the long-range order parameter7 0~ p 1. The epitaxial strain (perpendicular to the growth direction) is e(x) = [a,-af(x)]/ahx), where ap(x) and a, are the lattice constants of the film and the substrate, respectively. All of our quantities will thus be denoted by the degree of order 7 and the strain E(X). The band-gap reduction of the strained and ordered alloy AE,( 77, e) =Eg( 7, E) -E,(O,O) is measured with respect to the gap of the random, strain-free alloy E,(O,O) at the same composition. In this reference system, the top of the valence band is the sixfold degenerate lYrsv state while the direct conduction-band minimum is the Frc doublet. The degeneracy at the top of valence band is lifted by spin-orbit (SO) coupling, ordering(O) and strain(S). The corresponding splittings are denoted Aso, Ayl,, and Aiol, respectively. We will next describe their effects on the Hamiltonian assuming small deviations of x from x0 (i.e., a linear theory).
Spin-orbit coupling is zero for the s-like Frc state, while the six valence states (x~,y~,z],xJ,yJ.,zJ)
are coupled by the 6X6 spin-orbit Hamiltonian given in Ref. 10. Both strain and ordering effects do not distinguish spin up and spin down, so each is described by two identical 3x3 matrices.
For (001) strain the valence (u) Hamiltonian i&r1
(1)
Here, a, is the hydrostatic deformation potential of the valence band, AV( e)/V is the relative volume change, and Am,, =3b[(C,t + 2C,,)lC,,] E is the crystal field splitting, where b is the tetragonal deformation potential and Crj are the elastic constants.
For pure (111) chemical ordering the valence Hamiltonian i&l
Here, 3, is the ordering-induced shift of the valence-band energy center while Ayr t( 7) = Ayt,( v= 1) $ are the ordering-induced crystal filed splitting.7 Placing H:oI,v and H4711,Ll on the two diagonal 3X3 blocks and adding the full 6X6 spin-orbit matrix,t' relative to the energy center of the top of valence band, the total valence Hamiltonian of (111) ordering plus (001) strain are:
Solving Eq. (3) gives the valence-band levels (in decreasing AE,(l,O) of the fully ordered alloy. The first category of order) El , E2, and E, as a function of composition x (or quantities are obtained for the random Ga.Jn,-,P alloy by strain l ) and degree of ordering 7.
assuming the usual quadratic bowing form The energy for the conduction (c) band minimum is given by P(xj=xP(GaPj+(l-xjP(InP)-bpx(l-xj,
where bp is the bowing parameters for property P. For the spin-orbit splitting we use the bowing7 bqso=-0.02 eV, while for the direct gap the bowing isr2 hER=0.76 eV We assume zero bowing for lattice constant, elastic constants, and deformation potentials. These input values for GaxInl-,P are given in Table I . For the second category of quantities, we use our previously calculated band structure values7 A~t,(1,0)=0.20 eV and AE,(l,O)=-0.32 eV.
AV(4 Eci?1,4=EcW')+~, ----y--+B,iv). (4) Here, E,(O,O) is the conduction-band energy of the strainfree random alloy at composition x, a, is the deformation potential of the conduction band, and B, is the orderinginduced conduction-band energy shift. Since only relative energy difference between two bands are generally measured, it is convenient to define the center of the three top of valence-band energies as our zero of energy and denote by a = a, -a, and B = B, -B, as the deformation energies of the average band gap l?,=E,--&El+E,+E3). 
The needed input data for evaluating Eqs. (3) and (5) are (ij the concentration dependent properties: Eg(x), E(X), AS'(x), Cij(x), a(x), and b(x) of the random alloy (v=O) and (ii) the ordering dependent properties: A~rt(l,O) and Using these input data we solve Eqs. (3) and (5) AEra vs x and the AE, vs x (or E, vs x) curves have a cusp at x=x0, reflecting the change of the VBM from light hole when x(x0 to heavy hole when x)x0. (c) The slope (Y for the light-hole gap E, vs x is much smaller than the slope p for the heavy-hole gap. These features have been observed in strained random alloys of GaInP' and GaInAs.' (ii) Pure chemical ordering with no strain (x=x,; g#O, see Fig. 2 ): (a) This leads universally to a valence-band splitting and to a band-gap reduction for any +-0. The solid circles in Fig. 2 show the recent piezomodulated reflectivity data of Alonso et aL4 We find that the g which fits the theoretical AE, also fits the theoretical AEr, of the same samples. This then gives a "self-consistent" way of deducing 77 from optical measurements.7 (b) For the valence-band splitting, chemical ordering is analogous to compressive strain in that both yield a light-hole state at the top of the valence band.11,9>'3 This ordering-induced reduction of the in-plan effective mass at the valence-band top (relative to the random alloy) would lead to larger exciton radii.
(iii) Coexistence of chemical ordering with epitaxial strain: (a) The coexistence of ordering (720) with strain (x#xe) is predicted to remove the cusp in the AE, vs x and AEra vs x curves (Fig. 1). (b) Chemical ordering is also predicted to reduce the dependence of AEt2 on x, as illustrated by the flattening of the ~=0.5 curve near x=x0 in Fig.  l tary, so the combined effect is larger than the individual one. (d) It is useful to plot the measured AE, vs AE,, (Fig. 3) . There are three domains in this plane: If the measured data fall on the x=x0 line one can conclude that chemical ordering is the cause of both AE, and AE,,. If data fall above the calculated x=x0 line, epitaxial strain is the logical cause as well, as seen in Fig. 3 for the x=0.4 and x= 0.6 lines. If the data fall below the line (as is the case for the high IhE,] samples of Fig. 3) , we have an effect that produce a lowering in the band gap without a concomitantly large valence-band splitting. A possible cause is clustering of like atoms (the initial stage of phase separation). Thus, a AE, vs AE,Z plot of measured points could be used as a guide for the relative importance of ordering, strain, and clustering/phase separation.
In summary, we have shown that measurements of AE, and AEIZ of Ga,In,-,P films mismatched with the GaAs(OO1) can be used to observe new fingerprints of ordering. This includes the "rounding of the cusp" of AE,, vs x, flattening of the AE,, vs x curve, and the shifts in the AE, vs AEt,.curve. These predictions await experimental testing.
